VIDEO Romanian Children in the Traditional Port brutally forced away from the street by
the Police. The Atheist State in Republic of Moldova attacks Orthodox Christians and
supports the LGBT 2018 March in Chisinau. The Atheist State Attacks the Orthodoxy and
the Moral Authentic Values using the Police and Imposes Abnormality to the Romanian
Society of Moldova.
(The Republic of Moldova is a Romanian Territory occupied by the jewish soviet bolshevik army in 1940)
Another LGBT parade is forced in the streets of Chisinau by the Atheist State that controls the society in the Republic
of Moldova. Orthodox Romanian Children in the Romanian Traditional Port (costume) were brutally forced away from
the street by war-fighting equipped policemen sent to attack the Orthodox moral values and protect the LGBT antinormality and anti-human propaganda.
Hundreds of Armored Policemen in their fighting uniform freed the path of the LGBT parade "Without Fear" in
Chisinau, on May 19, 2018. The participants of the "Without Fear" parades and other gay marches around the world
are the supporters of the LGBT New World Order propaganda. They are not necessarily gays or lesbians, they are in
fact agents of the International Mafia (financial world mafia) who have a mission to organize such anti-human
propaganda marches. They have a mission to promote human misery and abnormality as being perfectly natural,
normal and moral. The rest of the participants, if they are not agents of the International Mafia, they are the so-called
"useful idiots", fools deceived by TV, Radio, Films and the Media (instruments held by the same International Mafia),
to support LGBT propaganda.
Fortunately, the Orthodox Romanians are not so easy to trick and deceive, and here they are opposing to the foreign
anti-human plans of the International Mafia.
The Police swooped down in force on the peaceful Romanian Orthodox Christians praying on their knees and singing
Orthodox songs, defending the authentic moral values of the Romanian People. The people were trying to peacefully
block the route of the atheist LGBT march, organized by the agents of the International Mafia in Chisinau.
The Policemen stumbled upon the peaceful orthodox crowd that was against the LGBT parade and they took them and
moved them away from the street, using force and brutality (as seen in the pictures and videos), including upon
innocent ROMANIAN CHILDREN DRESSED IN THE ROMANIAN TRADITIONAL PORT, that were in the street with their
parents.
Normality is crushed in this case by the police (an instrument of the Atheist State led by the International Mafia) and
the abnormality is defended by the Atheist State and imposed on the people.
The same is happening all over the world where the International Mafia rules the State from behind the politicians.
Where the State is Atheist - any crime is possible and any authentic values can be attacked for destruction. The
International Mafia is trying to destroy all the moral orthodox values that christians have (especially in Eastern Europe)
and replace them with the talmudic New World Order judaic values, that will enslave all mankind.
Only a genuine Orthodox State and a true Orthodox Society can offer a chance for a normal, moral and free life for the
people.
"The police are attacking Moldovan orthodox people who have been protesting against a LGBT march peacefully.
Democracy is an illusion, Satanists rule the world."
Emilian, "Ce-i cu noi?" blog, Bucharest, Romania. www.ceicunoi.wordpress.com, May 20 2018.
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